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ON SOME TRANSITIVE PERMUTATION GROUPS

By SEUNG AHN PARK

1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to characterize transitive permutation groups
satisfying a certain condition. Our theorem is the following:

THEOREM. Let G be a transitive permutation group on a finite set. Suppose
that G contains a subgroup K such that

(1) K is transitive, and
(2) GG(k) =K for all nonidentity elements k in K.

Then one of the following holds:
(i) G is doubly transiti1:e, or
(ii) Either G= K, or G is a Frobenius group with kernel K.

As a corollary we obtain a well-known theorem of.Burnside [IJ.
COROLLARY (Burnside). Let G be a transitive permutation group of prime

degree p. Then one of the following holds:
(i) G- is doubly transitive, or
(ii) Either G is cyclic of order p, or G is a Frobenius group with kernel

of order p; hence G is solvable.

Our proof of Theorem requires some theorems on group characters and
the structure theorem on Frobenius groups. A theorem on exceptional cha
raters proved by Brauer and Suzuki [7J wiH play an important role in our
proof. For the general discussion on group characters we refer to [2, 3, 5,
6].

All groups in this paper are assumed to be finite. Our notation is stan
dard and taken from [4]. If 7r is a set of primes, a subgroup K of a group
G is called a Hall 7r-subgroup of G provided K is a 7r-group and IG: K I is
divisible by no primes in 7r. A group G containing a nonidentity proper su
bgroup H is called a Frobenius group with complement H if H is a T. 1. set
in G and H = NG (H). A Frobenius group G with complement H contains a
normal complement K to H in G, which is called the Frobenius kernel of G.

2. Necessary lemmas

In this section we will give two necessary lemmas.
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(2. 1) Let G be a group containing a nonidentity proper normal subgroup K
such that CoCk) =K for all nonidentity element k in K. Then G is a Frobenius
group with kernel K.

Proof. This is well-known. We can show that K is an abelian Hall su
bgroup of G. Hence from Schur-Zassenhaus' theorem it follows that G has
a complement H to K. Now it is easy to see that H is a T. 1. set in G
and H = No (H). Therefore, G is a Frobenius group with kernel K.

(2. 2) If a group G has a nilpotent Hall 71:-subgroup, then any two Hall
71:-subgroups 0/ G are conjugate.

Proof. This is a theorem of Wielandt [8J.

3. Proof of Theorem

In this sectin we will prove Theorem.
Assume that G is a transitive permutation group satisfying the hypothesis

of Theorem, and assume that G is not doubly transitive. To prove Theorem
it suffices to show that either G=K or G is a Frobenius group with kernel
K.

The proof of Theorem is divided into 9 steps.

(3. 1) The subgroup K is an ahelian Hall subgroup 0/ G.
If No(K) *K, then NG(K) is a Frohenius group with kernel K.

Proof. By assumption K is abelian. Now the assertion follows from (2. 1) .

(3.2) The subgroup K is a T.1. set in G.

Proof. Suppose that K nK:J:* 1 for some element x in G. Then there is a
nonidentity element k in K such that kXEK. By condition (2), this implies
that

Hence K is a T.1. set in G.

(3. 3) Let 0 be the permutation character 0/ G over the complex field. Then

t

0=10 +Ex.,
i=1

where the Xi are irreducible complex characters 0/ G not 10 , and t~2.

Proof. This follows from the fact that G is transitive but not doubly tran
sitive.
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(3. 4) The restriction ()K of () on K is the sum of exactly IK I distinct linear
characters of K. In particular

CxiIK' 1Kh=O and Cx;\K, XjIKh=O for i=l=j.

Proof. Since K is an abelian transitive group, K is a regular permutation
group. Hence ()K is the character of the regular representation of an abelian
group K. This proves (3. 4) .

(3.5) The Xi are all different.

Proof. By (3.4) we have x;\K*xjIK for i=l=j. Hence the assertion holds.

(3. 6) Let Ai be a linear irreducible constituent of Xi IK for 1~ i~ t. Then there
exists a sign c= + 1 such that

AP-}.'/=C(Xi-Xj), for all l~i, j~t.

Proof. Let N=NG(K). Then it follows from (3.1) that either N=K or
N is a Frobeius group with kernel K. Therefore, the AiN are irreducible
characters of N which vanish on N - K and AiN(1) = IN: K I. Since CAiN) G

=AP and

/

1 if i=j.
(AP, Xj)G= (A;, XjlKh=

o if i=l=j,

it follows that the AiN are all different. Moreover, K is a T.1. set in G
by (3. 2) . Hence by a theorem of Brauer and Suzuki [3, Theorem 12. 1J
it follows that there exists a sign c= +1 and distinct irreducible complex.
characters ifJh ifJ2' "', ifJt of G such that

AP-Af=c(ifJi-ifJj) for all l~i,j~t.

On the oth'er hand, it follows from (3.4) that

(AP - Ap, Xi) G= (Ai- Aj, xii Kh= 1 for i =1= j.

Hence we have

and the assertion follows.

(3.7) Let L= UK*g where K*=K- {I}. Then for each x in G-L
gEG

Xl (x) =X2 (x) = ... =Xt (x)

and Xl (x) is a nonnegative rational integer.

Proof. For each i, l~i~t, we have
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jIG:K\ if x=l,
AP(X) =

o if x=t:l.

Hence it follows from (3. 6) that

X; (x) -Xj(x) =e CAP (x) -A/(X») =0,

and we have

X; (x) =Xl (x) for all i.
,

Since O(x)(=l+~X;(x)=l+txl(x))isaarational integer, Xl(X) IS a ra-
1=1

tional number. The number Xl (x) is also an algebraic integer, and hence
it must be a rational integer. From the fact that O(x)=l+tXl(X)~O it fo
llows that Xl (x) ~O.

(3.8) Let L be as in (3. 7). For O<i:S;;S=Xl(l) let n; be the number of eleme
nts x in G- L such that Xl (x) =i. Let n be the number of conjugates of K
in G. Then.

(i) ~in;=ns
i=1

and
•

(ii) ,Ei2n;=ns2.
;=1

Proof. By (3. 4) we have

0= IKI (xlIK, IKh= ~Xl (k).
iEA

Hence it follows from (3.7) that

0= IGI (Xl> IC)G= ~Xl(X) = L:Xl(X) +L:Xl (x)
zEo ZEv-L zEL

• •
= L:in;+n(O- Xl (1» = L:in;-ns.

;=1 '=1

This yields the equality (i).
By (3.4) and (3.5) we have

0= IKI (xII K, iC21 K) K= L:tl (k) X2 (k- l )
iEK

and

Hence it follows from (3.7) that
. ,

0= ,Et"2n;+n(O-Xl (1)x2(I) = L;n;-ns2.
i=1 i=1

This gives the equality (ii).
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'<3.9) Either G=K, or G is a Frobenius group with kernel K.

Proof. From the equalities in (3.8) it follows that

0= (s-l)nl +2(s-2)n2+'" +i(s-i)ni+'" + (s-l)ns-l'

Hence we obtain nl =n2= ... =ns-l =0. By the equality (i) in (3.8) this im
plies that n=ns•

Suppose that x is an element in G-L such that Xl(X) =Xl(1)=s. Then
it follows from (3.7) that

()(x) =1 +tXl (x) =1 +tXl (1) =()(l),

which implies that x=l. Therefore, we have n=ns=1, and K IS normal
in G. Now the assertion follows from (3.1).

This completes the proof of Theorem.

4. Proof of Corollary

To prove Corollary we assume that G is a tranSItive permutation group
.of prime degree p and that G is not doubly transitive.

Let K be a Sylow p-group of G. Since G is transitive, p is a divisor of
IG I. Since G is a subgroup of the symmetric group of degree p, IG I is a

.divisor of p!. Hence K is of order p. Now it is easy to see that K is gene
rated by a p-cycle, and K is transitive and regular. This implies that
CoCK) =K, and CG(k) =K for all nonidentity elements k in K. Thus the
group G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem.

By Theorem either G=K, or G is a Frobenius group with kernel K. If
G=K, then G is cyclic of order p, and hence G is solvable. Assume that
G is a Frobenius group with kernel K. Since

GIK=NGCK) (CGCK),

the factor group GI K is isomorphic to a subgroup of the automorphism gro
up Aut (K) of K. The automorphism group Aut (K) is cyclic, since K is
cyclic of order p. Hence GIK is cyclic. Therefore, G is solvable.

This completes the proof of Corollary.
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